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Swallow-tailed Kite 3 
 
At the courthouse in Anahuac years ago 
Walking out after examining a very large ego 
For the county had bullied two older ladies 
Who were forged by the fire stoked in hades.  
 
The courthouse stands on a lot that’s bare 
Exposing the front entrance and its stair 
Where I stand today after taking sworn testimony 
In a cold, bare room without much ceremony. 
 
The practice of law is not exciting sometimes 
Some days its lemons, sometimes limes 
And as I walk down after many long hours 
I am blown away by nature’s powers. 
 
For what do I see in the sky above me 
But a split tailed raptor – a delicacy, 
The swallow-tailed kite dropping by to say hi 
Riding the wind, bidding my blues goodbye. 
 
For this is a bird that connects with my soul 
Which becomes more important as I grow old 
To have a link, a rope, a connection 
A burst, a bump, an energetic injection. 
 
And as the bird and I exchange greetings 
He sympathizes with me and all my meetings 
That are necessary to push back zealous officials 
That get all carried away with their credentials. 
 
So, the ladies from Hades took a measure of revenge 
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And their property rights I did avenge 
But best of all was the kite my new friend 
From the Trinity forest just around the bend.   
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Swallow-Tailed Kite 2 

 

Driving down FM 521 at the edge of the forest 

Just south of the San Bernard River 

In the hottest part of the summer. 

 

The large bird swoops across the road,  

A light and dark form defined by the black V 

Of trailing tail feathers that define  

The magnificent swallow-tailed kite, 

A bird that nests in our coastal 

Riverine, double-canopy forests, 

A forest deep and dark,  

Underlain by palmettos and green ash, 

A beautiful yet foreboding place,  

Primeval, fetid, and unknown to most of us, 

A perfect place for the nest of this great bird 

Needing large contiguous forests to thrive. 

 

This is why I love being an environmental lawyer, 

My work leading me to drive into the deep  

Darkness that is the Columbia Bottomlands, 

A place first introduced to me in fighting 

The Lake Jackson golf course,  

A place that is today a scar on the face 

Of a forest otherwise now being preserved –  

The scar a lost battle that helped win the war 

Waged by brave souls like Sharron Stewart, 
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A Lake Jackson woman who would not back down, 

A woman who stood up to the political machine 

And said no – this forest is important, 

A forest with so many migrant songbirds 

That they can be seen on radar, 

A sacred temple of Earth Church, 

A forest temple where on a good day 

I will see the swallow-tailed kite,  

Swooping across the road, saying hi, 

Letting my spirit catch a ride 

And on the split tail feathers we did glide.   
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